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this document will tell you about visiting U City.

This document will tell you about visiting U City. 
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U CITY



Uniting Communities has a new building.
the building is called U City. U CITY



The address is  43  Franklin Street Adelaide SA  5000. 

the address is 43 Franklin Street Adelaide SA 5000 U CITY



This is the U City building from the footpath. 
this is the U City building from the footpath. U CITY



There are bus stops nearby.
Click on the link below to plan a bus trip to U City.

https://www.google.com/maps/dir/?api=1&travelmode=transit

there are bus stops nearby.
click on the link below to plan a bus trip to U City.
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/?api=1&travelmode=transit U CITY



There is also a car park across the road.

there is also a car park across the road. U CITY



When you walk into the building this is what you see.
when you come into the building this is what you see. U CITY



A café called Luigi’s on your left.

a café called Luigi’s on your left. U CITY



Stairs in front of you.

stairs in front of you. U CITY



Toilets down this corridor. Toilets down this corridor. 

toilets down this corridor. U CITY



A Changing Places bathroom on Level 1.
a Changing Places bathroom on Level 1. U CITY

A Changing Places bathroom on Level 1.



Lifts next to the stairs. 

lifts next to the stairs. U CITY



A directory next to the lifts.

a directory next to the lifts. U CITY



A counter where you can ask for help.
a counter where you can ask for help. U CITY



They understand that people communicate in different ways.

they understand that people communicate in different ways. U CITY



I am here for

UNITING
COMMUNITIES

information

appointment

meeting / function

I am with / at

on level

my name is

(add person or service here)
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you can find this information card on our website. U CITY



You can fill it in before you come or
the staff at U City can help you.

you can fill it in before you come or the staff at U City can help you. U CITY



There are communication aids at this counter.

there are communication aids at this counter. U CITY



The staff can show you where you need to go. 

the staff can show you where you need to go. U CITY



See you at U City soon.  
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see you at U City soon. U CITY




